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The Mind Boggles™ have been there from the beginning of time.
The big bang created the Boggles. Or did the Boggles actually create the Big Bang?
Since the beginning of life the boggles where there to support people.
When a boggle is around for sure something amazing is going to happen.
When Newton discovered gravity for example there might have been a Boggle loosening the apple.
When then Egypt's build the pyramids the Boggles were there to watch and maybe support a little.
Wherever something groundbreaking has happened in time the Boggles were there.
Sometimes they helped a little and sometimes the just watched.
Not only are the Boggles very small, they are very secretive as well, no human has ever seen boggles
in action.
Boggles make use of unimaginable technology and can jump through time and space by creating a
Boggle Vortex.
Boggles have endless pockets and it seems anything could be in these pockets.
A torch, scissors, a ladder, a dinner table for 100 people including food and drink, a space rocket,
whatever you can imagine, the boggles may have it in their pockets.
The Mind Boggles™ have mechanical telescoping eyes which they can use to look for distant things.
The Mind boggles™ do not need to talk, they communicate via wireless signals.
No human would really understands what they say if it wasn't for the narrator whose voice will lead us
through each episode.
Boggles usually come in small groups. They have a lot in common but each of them has different
strengths.
There is Time-boggle who is responsible for
the time/space vortex.
We have Unbelieve-boggle who has
endless pockets.
Mechani-boggle who does all things
mechanical.
GoggleBoggle who has especially
telescopic eyes.
Biogradeboggle
Chemoboggle
LibraBoggle

There is a Mind Boggle™ for each and
every occasion.
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